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SUMMARIZED MINUTES
CITY OF SCOTTSDALE
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 23, 2011
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE ROOMS 1-3
7447 E. INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD, SUITE 105
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85251

CALL TO ORDER
Chair Weiss called the Regular meeting of the Scottsdale Transportation Commission to order
at 6:01 p.m.
ROLL CALL
PRESENT:

Josh Weiss, Chair
Terry Gruver, Vice Chair
Carleton Cole, Commissioner
William Howard, Commissioner
Donald Maxwell, Commissioner
Steven Olmsted, Commissioner

ABSENT:

Paul Ward, Commissioner

STAFF:

Dave Meinhart, Transportation Director
Rose Arballo, Transportation Commission Coordinator
Madeline Clemann, Transit Supervisor
Susan Conklu, Transportation Planner
Teresa Huish, Principal Transportation Planner
Phil Kercher, Principal Traffic Engineer
Gary Meyer, Project Manager-Capital Project Management
George Williams, Senior Traffic Engineer
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2.

Approval of Meeting Minutes
•
•
•

Amended Regular meeting of the Transportation Commission – January 20, 2011
Study Session of the Transportation Commission – February 17, 2011
Regular Meeting of the Transportation Commission – February 17, 2011

COMMISSIONER HOWARD MOVED TO APPROVE THE AMENDED REGULAR MEETING
MINUTES OF JANUARY 20, 2011, AND STUDY SESSION AND REGULAR MEETING
MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 17, 2011. VICE CHAIR GRUVER SECONDED. THE MOTION
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 6-0.

3.

Public Comment

No public comment was received.

4.

Thomas Road Project Update

Ms. Huish provided an update on the Thomas Road project consisting of bike and pedestrian
enhancements from 73rd Street to the east side of the Indian Bend Wash Bridge. This project
is close to 60% in design and is anticipated to go to construction in April 2012. Thomas Road
improvements include bike lanes, wider sidewalks, landscaped and striped medians,
landscaped area between sidewalk and street, pedestrian lighting, public art, transit stop
enhancements, new traffic signal at Civic Center Plaza, and new turning lanes at 78th Street
and Civic Center. With regards to funding, it is expected that the Hayden/Thomas intersection
improvements will be completed with highway safety grant funds. ARRA funding was used to
resurface and restripe Thomas Road from Hayden to Pima. Extensive outreach in the form of
meetings, mailers, website, surveys, etc. has taken place. Continued discussions with
property owners are being held in an effort to address specific issues and/or concerns.
Chair Weiss opened the floor for public comment:
John Greco, Villa Coronado HOA Board Member, in favor of this project commented that the
proposed enhancements will improve safety and aesthetics in the neighborhood. Mr. Greco
also supports the raised medians in the area of Miller Road going east to the Indian Bend
Wash in that this will make drivers slow down and improve aesthetics. He compliments staff in
continuously working with property owners.
Mike O’Quinn, HOA Board Member, 7502 W. Thomas Road, commends staff on their hard
work. He is in support of this project, however expressed concern on the median in front of
75th Place that prohibits drivers from making a left turn and provides no access to the property.
He also expressed concern that there should be a sensor at the traffic signal on Civic Center
leading to the Scottsdale Stadium past 75th Place. Mr. O’Quinn also expressed his concern
with drivers making unsafe U-turns in this area.
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Dar Hesketh, TSVC Veterinarian Clinic, 7311 E. Thomas Road, supports the project design up
to Civic Center; however, expressed concern that the proposed medians to be installed in front
of her business would prohibit easy access to customers. The animal hospital is open seven
days a week and limited access to the business could result in a loss of customers.
Julie Buchkowski, of Paul’s Ace Hardware, agrees with Ms. Hesketh. Ms. Buchkowski
commented that Scottsdale Road is already under construction and more work in the area
could negatively impact business.
Staff addressed the Commissioners’ concerns as follows:
•
•
•

•
•
•

5.

It was confirmed that medians nor landscaping will not block sight lines for vehicles
trying to make left turns onto Thomas Road.
Medians will be maintained by the City; however, Mr. Meinhart commented that the City
can work with HOAs who prefer a higher level of maintenance for medians.
With regards to Mr. O’Quinn’s concern regarding unsafe U-turns, Mr. Kercher indicated
that the project design has addressed the need for U-turns in specific areas. Staff will
also focus on maintaining safety in median locations where U-turns could be made by
drivers.
This project has no known concerns with noise issues.
Regarding an estimated timeline for construction, staff indicated it is difficult to provide
an anticipated timeline when a project is in its design phase. However, staff estimates
construction of this project to be within 10-12 months.
Since plans for this project are in the early stages, Chair Weiss reminded residents that
continued input from property owners is encouraged by contacting City staff through the
City’s web site, email, or phone call.

Airpark Area Circulation Update

Due to conflict of interest regarding discussion of the Frank Lloyd Wright Bypass –
Paradise Extension, Commissioner Maxwell excused himself from the meeting at 6:38
p.m.
Mr. Williams reviewed possible mobility efforts in the Airpark area focusing on the northwest
runway area. Specifically, Mr. Williams discussed the Paradise Extension options that were
discussed previously with the Commission that could provide a smoother and safer corridor for
emergency access and vehicular travel, including bikes and pedestrians, Mr. Williams also
identified taxiway disruption, building acquisition, closing of 82nd Street at Frank Lloyd Wright,
and construction at Frank Lloyd Wright as major issues of concern (near fatal, if not fatal flaws)
for the Paradise Extension.
Mr. Williams asked the Commission for direction regarding the Frank Lloyd Wright Boulevard
bypass/Paradise Lane extension. Due to costs and the impacts to existing properties, staff
recommends doing minor improvements first and then re-evaluate the need for a full vehicular
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connection after the Raintree Drive extension and the Northsight Boulevard extension are
constructed and evaluated.
Staff recommends taking a phased approach in completing improvements in this area. Staff’s
recommended option for Phase 1 is to do minor enhancements to improve continuity from
Greenway-Hayden/Paradise Lane over to 82nd Street/Paradise Lane on existing roadways.
Phase 2, an optional future extension, would be to continue Paradise Lane east of 82nd Street
around the north end of the runway south of Frank Lloyd Wright to connect to the Northsight
extension, if needed, and if a development agreement can be reached. (The optional future
extension would most likely be re-evaluated within 5-10 years after the Northsight extension
and Raintree extension have been complete.)
After much discussion between staff and the Commission regarding concerns on intersection
improvements at 82nd Street/Frank Lloyd Wright and Greenway-Hayden/Paradise Lane, Phase
1 expected implementation, cost benefits, economic development project versus traffic
management project, and affect on prioritization of projects, Mr. Meinhart indicated that
continuing to focus on linking the north to the west side is a big interest for business owners.
Therefore, it is important to look at different segment and circular improvements that benefit
the entire Airpark without causing significant impact. Although improvements to this area are
in the long term, the Commission suggests that this project not be taken off the table to allow
review of further data collected from the Airpark Access Circulation Study. Staff will continue
to update the Commission on this item as things move forward.
VICE CHAIR GRUVER MOVED TO ACCEPT THE REDUCED/PHASED APPROACH AS
THE FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT BYPASS – PARADISE EXTENSION PROJECT PROCEEDS,
WITH ATTENTION TO THE COST BENEFIT. COMMISSIONER COLE SECONDED. THE
MOTION CARRIED FIVE (5) TO ZERO (0). ABSTAINED BY COMMISSIONER MAXWELL.
COMMISSIONER MAXWELL JOINED THE COMMISSION AT 7:06 P.M.

Mr. Williams provided an update on the progress of the Northsight Extension, and reviewed in
detail the cost benefits, travel time, and intersection configuration comparisons of the five
proposed options at the Northsight and Frank Lloyd Wright intersection. He indicated that this
project is expected to be 100% in design by March 2012, with construction to start by Summer
2012. Staff is recommending that the higher priced grade separated left turn options no longer
be considered since the lower cost signalized options would work well and asked for a
recommendation from the Commission.
The five proposed options are as follows:
Alternative 1: 3-leg signalized intersection at Frank Lloyd Wright
Alternative 2: 3-leg with offset connection to 101 Freeway
Alternative 3: 4-leg with connection to 101 Freeway
Alternative 4: 3-leg with no signal with grade separated left turn at Frank Lloyd Wright
Alternative 5: 4-leg signalized with grade separated left turn at Frank Lloyd Wright
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No comments were provided by the Commission.
COMMISSIONER HOWARD MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT STAFF NOT CONSIDER
ALTERNATIVES 4 AND 5 FOR THE NORTHSIGHT EXTENSION PROJECT.
COMMISSIONER MAXWELL SECONDED. THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY SIX
(6) TO ZERO (0).

Mr. Williams gave an update on the Raintree Extension so that staff could make sure the
Commission is comfortable with the direction staff is moving forward on this project with
regards to the recommended orange option the Commission recommended at their November
2010 Commission meeting. Mr. Williams gave an overview of the five-lane and three-lane
options proposed for the Raintree cross-section. He explained that other potential
improvements along Redfield/Hayden include pedestrian, bike, and transit streetscape to
encourage re-development in the area.
Mr. Williams also reviewed proposed shared use paths and bike lanes in the area and
discussed commercial access to the 101 Freeway to help relieve traffic at the Frank Lloyd
Wright and Raintree interchanges. He indicated that staff is focusing on different
improvements for the connection to Home Depot between Wal-Mart and Best Buy, and the
Butherus extension between Sam’s Club and Chick-Fil-A. It is anticipated that enhancements
to these areas will also improve access to the freeway and help pedestrians cross from
Northsight to Raintree.
With regards to roundabout education efforts for this project, staff is looking at improving
website information, conducting internal staff and external presentations, media
communications, and provide an overview of roundabouts to various boards and commissions.
In helping to develop roundabout educational material Scott Ritchie of RTE has proposed to
produce static renderings, computer animated renderings with vehicle motion from a static
viewpoint, and brochures on (1) how to drive Scottsdale’s roundabouts and (2) general
roundabout safety at an approximate cost of $20,000.
Chair Weiss commented that he agrees different forms of information are needed for different
audiences, however, does not support spending large dollars to create brochures that often go
unread. Perhaps by use of the City’s website, media communications, etc., information could
be shared to help people understand the benefits and terms of roundabouts. For example,
demonstrate how roundabouts work in reducing accidents, less expensive to maintain, etc.
No public comment was received.

6.

Hospitality Trolley Route

Ms. Clemann gave an update on the Hospitality Trolley Route. She briefly reviewed
background information of this 90-day pilot program and relayed performance information
pertaining to ridership. She indicated this route is operated by two vehicles seven (7) days per
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week from 10:30 a.m. to midnight from the Scottsdale Stadium to the Scottsdale Princess
Resort and Westworld. Boarding data on the Route 72 versus the Hospitality Route was also
provided to try to determine whether or not riders from the Route 72 would ride the Hospitality
trolley because it is free. It was noted that the number of Hospitality Route boardings is so low
that no conclusion can be made as to the impact of the Hospitality Route on the Route 72
boardings.
After review of the boarding data provided and discussion between staff and the
Commissioners, Ms. Clemann stated that a survey of riders on this route will be conducted at
the end of March. To address Chair Weiss’ request for more detailed data as to where riders
are getting on and off, etc., Ms. Clemann will provide survey results and further update the
Commission at the Commission meeting in May.
Mr. Meinhart explained that at the end of the 90-day pilot program (mid April), staff will present
an overall review/performance of the Hospitality Trolley Route to try to determine if the route
should be continued in the future. Chair Weiss commented that the Transportation
Commission should play a significant role in reviewing and discussing data or any issues
related to this program. Vice Chair Gruver agreed.
No public comment was received.
VICE CHAIR GRUVER MOVED TO FORWARD A RECOMMENDATION TO CITY COUNCIL
TO INSTRUCT THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION TO EVALUATE AND PROVIDE
RECOMMENDATIONS ON ISSUES RELATED TO THE HOSPITALITY TROLLEY AND
OTHER TROLLEY SYSTEMS. COMMISSIONER HOWARD SECONDED. THE MOTION
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY SIX (6) TO ZERO (0).

7.

Mustang Transit Center/Park and Ride

Ms. Clemann gave an overview of the Mustang Transit Center/Park and Ride project that
consists of on-street transit bays and a Park and Ride facility near the Mustang Library in the
vicinity of Shea Boulevard and the Loop 101 Freeway. Ms. Clemann indicated this project has
regional significance in that the 2001 MAG Park and Ride Study prioritized the Mustang
location as the 6th highest out of 20 identified valley-wide locations.
The City has received five Federal Transit Administration (FTA) grants totaling $4,606,961 as
contribution for 80% of the project cost. The local match (20% minimum) is available from
Bond 2000 funds in the amount of $1,502,800. Some challenges encountered in this project
are that FTA grants received are sufficient to lease shopping center parking at this location, but
were insufficient in terms of purchasing land or land acquisition in another location.
Challenges with the shopping center include concerns with future center development,
enforcement/segregation, and the walking distance between spaces and the bus bays. In
addition, challenges with the hospital exist in that the hospital is not ready to get into
partnership on this project for a garage facility. In addition, there currently is a safety concern
with pedestrians crossing the street at 90th Street to access the Library or hospital when not
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enough parking is available at either site. If negotiations are not settled with the shopping
center to do a surface lot, staff will request that FTA grant a change in scope of work to enable
the City to build a garage facility at the Mustang Library.
Discussion ensued between staff and the Commissioners’ concerns regarding the
convenience and walking distance to and from the library and/or hospital. Commissioner
Howard suggested the possibility of a bus stop in the shopping center parking lot. Staff
indicated that further discussions with the shopping center need to be made to understand how
the shopping center wants parking spaces to be shared, or if there are any options to be
considered. Mr. Meinhart mentioned that in working with the hospital, it has been proposed to
have a signal installed and to look at a roundabout in the area adjacent to the library’s
driveway to create a better pedestrian crossing.

8.

FY 11/12 Draft Budget Review

Mr. Meinhart gave an update on the draft Fiscal year 2010/11 Transportation Fund operating
budget that consists of staff and functions in both Transportation Services and the Public
Works Division. He reviewed a table showing comparisons between the FY 11 adopted
budget and the proposed FY 12 budget for Street Operations (Public Works Division) and
Transportation Operations (Transportation Services).
Mr. Meinhart indicated that a new expenditure for maintenance of medians and right-of-way
has been added to the street operations budget as part of this year’s budget proposal with
costs to be paid for by Highway User Revenue Funds (HURF). In addition, he explained that
the proposed FY 12 Transportation Fund operating budget reflects a decrease of $4.9 million
from the FY 11 adopted budget. The major areas of decrease include pavement management,
transit, and unpaved grading/drainage maintenance. Approximately $880,000 of the reduction
is due to a change in budgeting practices where CIP allocations for staff working on capital
projects are no longer reported as revenues with accompanying personnel expenditures.
Mr. Meinhart mentioned that due to budget deliberations thru May, it is a possibility that further
budget reductions up to $1.6 million could occur for this coming fiscal year. This is as a result
to the reduced proportion of the HURF revenue that comes to our City based on census data
received by the State.
Commissioner Howard and Chair Weiss expressed concern in having the auto lieu tax
transferred out of the general fund. Mr. Meinhart explained that this is not part of this year’s
budget proposal. He added that, historically, the auto lieu tax had gone into the transportation
fund, but it is not mandated by State law.
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CHAIR HOWARD MOTIONED THAT THE TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION REQUEST
OF THE BUDGET COMMISSION, IN AGREEMENT AND PRINCIPLE, THAT THE IN-LIEU
AUTO TAX INCOME TO THE CITY BE MADE A PART OF THE TRANSPORTATION
OPERATING BUDGET IN THE LONG TERM, RECOGNIZING THAT IT IS NOT POSSIBLE
AT THIS TIME, BUT COULD BE CONSIDERED IN THE FUTURE. CHAIR WEISS
SECONDED. THE MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY SIX (6) TO ZERO (0).

9.

Other Transportation Projects

Mr. Meinhart provided an update on the following projects:
1) Skysong: This project is a federally funded grant program for transit center related
improvements and does not include a Park and Ride. The project is in the final stages
of design for shelters and associated amenities, and is expected to go out for bid
solicitation in April, with construction in July. However, depending on the outcome of
the State’s budget, the schedule for development of this project could change due to
deadlines for federal funds.
2) Scottsdale/Thunderbird Park and Ride: This project is currently in the final design
phase and ready to move into construction in approximately October of this year. City
staff continues to work with the Aviation group on acquisition of a perpetual lease for a
Park and Ride to be funded with ARRA funding.
3) Scottsdale Road Streetscape: This is a bike/pedestrian aesthetic project from
Roosevelt to Earl Drive. It is underway with construction scheduled for completion in
Fall 2011. Federal grants are covering over 90% of construction costs for this project.

10.

Public Comment

None.

11.

Identification of Future Agenda Items

None.

12.

Adjournment

With no further business to discuss, Chair Weiss adjourned the Regular meeting at 8:50 p.m.
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SUBMITTED BY:

Rose Arballo
Transportation Coordinator

*NOTE: These are summary action meeting minutes only. A complete copy of the audio/video recording
is available at http://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/boards/Transp.asp

